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to a Spanish official at Larache No attempt was made
upon the life of His Highness the Khalifa, rumours to
this effect being without foundation
This incident, though not without a humorous side,
caused a certain amount of friction between the Spanish
and British authorities, in spite of the fact that our
innocence in the matter was beyond question and that
no action on our part could have prevented its occur-
rence Furthermore, the question of capitulations, in-
voking as it did the British post offices at Tetuan and
Larache in the Spanish zone, now came into the hmelight
and furnished the Spaniards with a grievance they felt
to be a very real one Why, they argued, should these
privileges be abolished in one part of the Shereefian
Empire and not in another? But from our point of
view the surrender of our rights and the abandonment
of our protected subjects was quite out of the question
in the middle of a Civil War, especially when one
remembers we had not recognized General Franco's
government The arrangement with the French had
really no bearing on the matter at all, for abolition of
the capitulations in their zone was the outcome of an
old though rather one-sided bargain, while in the
Spanish case some quid pro quo seems desirable for
any abandonment of our rights
In connexion with these capitulations it is of interest
to note that France, unlike ourselves and the United
States, possesses no special privileges in Spanish
Morocco, the two Powers having agreed to waive all
rights in each other's zones
Some of the best Moorish families in Tetuan enjoy
British protection, and are very proud of their privi-
leges, which have, during the Civil War, been of real
practical advantage Proteges, for instance, have been

